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Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.
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Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Director-General, Hiroyuki Fukano

NISA-151d-11-25

Regarding Conformity to the “Concept of Securing the Mid-Term Safety” for Units 1 to 4 of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. (Direction)

Since your company has achieved the state where “radiation dose is steady decline”, which is the target for Step 1 described in the “Roadmap towards Restoration from the Accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO”, now your company is making efforts to achieve the state where “release of radioactive materials is under control and radiation dose is being significantly held down”, which is the target for Step 2. In the future, after the target for Step 2 is achieved, a certain period of time for preparation is required for initiating the operation for reactor decommissioning. The Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) has arranged the “Concept of Securing the Mid-Term Safety for Units 1 to 4 at Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO” (hereinafter referred to as “the concept of securing the mid-term safety”) as per attached sheet, in order to ensure safety for the public and workers during the period (within nearly three years) from the completion of Step 2 to initiating the operation
for reactor decommissioning.

Accordingly, NISA request your company to take appropriate actions in order to conform to the concept of the mid-term safety at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.